UAE Data Maturity Map
How “mature” is your organization?
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We collected input from UAE-based companies
in various industries to answer the following questions:

• How are companies responding to these forces?
• What are the key building blocks of data maturity?
• What key challenges and roadblocks hinder progress?
• What can we learn from the leaders in data?

1. DATA USAGE, DATA BREADTH, QUALITY:
Whilst usage of consumer data is high, a big
focus needs to be on building trust in the
consumer data and improving its quality to
help make better decisions

Consumer data is being used to a large extent with over
80% using it either to a great extent (46%), to some
extent (19%) or to a moderate extent (19%).
DATA USAGE:

To what extent
does your
organisation use
and activate
personal level
consumer data?

To a moderate
extent
19%

To some extent
19%

To a great extent
46%
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To a small
extent
16%

There’s a split of 55% whose consumer data is deep and largely
complete and those 45% that are incomplete with some or many
gaps
BREADTH & DEPTH:

Which of the following
best describes the
breadth and depth of
overall consumer data
that is available to drive
decision making?

The consumer data available is complete and deep, and
my organisation is always able to leverage the data for
sophisticated data-driven decisions
The available consumer data is largely complete,
though some of the data lacks the depth needed to
further optimize data-driven decisions
The available consumer data is incomplete with some
gaps, which occasionally makes data-driven decision
making difficult
The available consumer data is incomplete with many
gaps, which makes data-driven decision making difficult
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24%

31%

21%

24%

DATA QUALITY:

Which of the
following best
describes how your
organization
trusts the quality
of its consumer
data overall to
drive decision
making?

Although processes are being put in place, much more effort is
needed to (i) increase trust in data quality and (ii) improve its
quality for decision making

Most or all consumer data is trusted and repurposed for all or most marketing decision
making
Processes are in place to periodically ensure
sound data hygiene/quality which reinforces
trust in the organisation
Some verification procedures have been made to
create a process where data is cleansed to ensure
better data quality
Quality of data for decision making could be
better
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23%

33%

17%

27%

1. DATA USAGE, DATA BREADTH, QUALITY
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
Data Usage – Consumer data is being used to
a large extent with over 80% using it either to
a great extent (46%), to some extent (19%) or
to a moderate extent (19%).
Data Breadth & Depth – There’s a split of
55% whose consumer data is deep and
largely complete and those that are
incomplete with some or many gaps
Quality - Although processes are being put in
place, much more effort is needed to (i)
increase trust in data quality and (ii) improve
its quality for decision making
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2. ROI, MEASUREMENT, ATTRIBUTION,
VALIDATION
Companies are seeing lift in marketing
productivity by leveraging data, but
measurement and attribution are
challenged and not always continuous or
validated.
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MEASUREMENT
PROCESS:

Which of the following
best describes how you
measure the value of
consumer data and how
it’s being leveraged for
marketing campaigns and
initiatives?
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Measurement is not always consistent or continuous, with
more measuring sometimes or infrequently than those that
always or consistently do (56% versus 45%)

30%

37%
19%

15%
We measure always,
and measurement
consistencies exist,
there are strategic
nuances for various
initiatives, and these
principles are always
applied

We measure
consistently, and there
are established
measurement process
and guidelines, which
are almost always
applied

We measure
sometimes, but there
are no formal
measurement process
or guidelines applied
across
campaigns/initiatives

We measure
infrequently, and
there are no formal
measurement process
or guidelines applied
across
campaigns/initiatives

Nearly two thirds see high or some lift in marketing productivity
due to leveraging data. Although nearly 1/4 are not measuring
marketing efficiency.
DATA ROI:

Based on your
organisation’s ROI
measurements, what is
the lift in marketing
efficiency from
marketing initiatives that
leverage consumer data?

High lift in marketing
efficiency from leveraging
consumer data in
marketing initiatives
compared to the
expectations of the
organisation

Some lift in marketing
efficiency from leveraging
consumer data in marketing
initiatives compared to the
expectations of the
organisation
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Marketing efficiency is not
measured for consumer data
usage in marketing initiatives
in relation to ROI
measurements

23%

29%

13%

35%

Little to no lift in
marketing efficiency from
leveraging consumer data
in marketing initiatives
compared to the
expectations of the
organisation

Only one in three companies use attribution extensively and
16% are not aware of attribution
ATTRIBUTION USAGE:

Which of the following
describe the status of
attribution in your
organisation?

19%
Established
use

13%
Extensive use

26%
Some use

26%
Minimal use

16%
Don’t know /
NA
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29% have robust validation models but 54% have issues
and challenges, with 18% having inconclusive results

VALIDATION:

Which of the following
describe the status of
measurement and
attribution validation
in your organisation?
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29%

29%

25%

18%

Robust and
validated models;
full alignment
across studies

Some issues with
validation and
alignment still
need to be
resolved

Challenges with
validating and
aligning results
across studies and
methodologies

Inconclusive
results; no
alignment
between studies

2. ROI, MEASUREMENT, ATTRIBUTION,
VALIDATION KEY TAKEAWAYS:
• ROI - Nearly two thirds see high or some lift in
marketing productivity due to leveraging data.
Although nearly a quarter are not measuring
marketing efficiency
• Measurement - It is not always consistent or
continuous, with more measuring sometimes or
infrequently than those that always or
consistently do (56% versus 45%)
• Attribution - Only one of three marketers use
attribution extensively and 16% are not aware
of attribution
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• Validation – Nearly 30% have robust validation
models but 54% have issues and challenges,
with nearly 20% having inconclusive results

3. CAPABILITIES & SKILLS LEADERSHIP, TRAINING, DATA
SCIENTISTS, MARTECH, ADVANCED
ANALYTICS & AI:
Leadership is embedding data in their
organisations and building martech
capabilities but resources in data
scientists and training needs expanding
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LEADERSHIP VISION:

Which of the below
represent leadership’s
attitude and readiness
towards future changes
in the consumer data
and marketing strategy?

For the majority (70%) leadership has either successfully
embedded data in the org. or is making efforts to do so. The
remaining 30% need to increase readiness and be less
hesitant
Leadership has successfully embedded
consumer data in the organisation and is
staying ahead of the changes in the
industry

30%

Leadership makes a dedicated effort to
stay up to speed when it comes to
future changes in consumer data

40%

Leadership recognizes the need to
increase readiness when it comes to
consumer data, but nothing has been
acted on yet
Leadership is hesitant to change/evolve
when it comes to consumer data
strategy
2
0

23%
7%

TRAINING:

Which of the following
best describes how your
marketing organisation is
being trained to work
with and analyze data?

2
1

Training exists but 59% see it as minimal, inconsistent, and
outdated, with 17% receiving no training. A key area for focus and
significant improvement.

24%

28%

31%

Training has been
fully developed,
consistent across
programs, and
includes new and
relevant topics

Training exists, but
it is inconsistent
and somewhat
outdated

Minimal training
exists for
marketers to build
stronger data
analysis skills

17%
No training being
developed; little
access to training
for marketing
employees

DATA SCIENCE
RESOURCES:

Which of the following
describes your
marketing
organisation’s access
to advanced analytics
and data science
resources?

2
2

More data scientists' resources are needed to cover increasing
needs as reported by 62% though nearly a third have
abundant or sufficient access to them.

28%
17%

34%

21%

Abundant access to Sufficient access to Has a small team of
data scientists that data scientists, that data scientists that
not only meet our
usually meet our
do not fully meet
current needs but
current needs
our needs
also allows us to
build for the future

Limited or no
access to data
scientists

MARTECH:

Which of the below best
describes your
organisation’s martech
capabilities?

Nearly 50% are sourcing martech capabilities, whilst 38%
have industry leading or best in class martech in place. The
remaining 19% lag behind with clear gaps in their capabilities
46%
15%

organisation has
developed or sourced
industry leading (ahead
of peers) martech
capabilities (e.g., journey
orchestration across all
channels, next best
action in real time,
predictive analytics)
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23%

organisation has
developed or sourced
best in class martech
capabilities (e.g., crosschannel personalization,
data consolidation, MDM,
content management or
something similar) (e.g.,
advanced analytics,
predictive technologies)

19%

organisation has either
developed or currently
sourcing core martech
capabilities (e.g., DMP,
Marketing Automation,
content management or
something similar)

organisation has clear
gaps in basic marketing
technology capabilities
(e.g., DMP, content
management) – either
built in-house or sourced

Split evenly between those with fully realised & advanced
analytical capabilities (50%) and those with some or
none (50%)
ADVANCED ANALYTICS
& AI:

Which of the below best
describes the state of
your organisation’s
advanced data analysis
capabilities?

Advanced analytical capabilities are
fully realized (AI, machine learning,
advanced analytics or something
similar)

23%

Existing systems fully have advanced
analytical capabilities (advanced
analytics, predictive technologies etc.)

27%

Existing systems have some advanced
analytical capabilities
Existing systems lack advanced
analytical capabilities

2
4

30%
20%

3. CAPABILITIES & SKILLS - LEADERSHIP,
TRAINING, DATA SCIENTISTS, MARTECH,
ADVANCED ANALYTICS & AI. KEY TAKEAWAYS:
• Leadership – For the majority (70%) leadership has
either successfully embedded data in the org or is
making efforts to do so. The remaining 30% need
to increase readiness and be less hesitant.
• Training – It exists but 60% see it as minimal,
inconsistent, and outdated, with 17% receiving no
training. A key area for focus and significant
improvement.
• Data Scientists - More data scientists' resources are
needed to cover increasing needs as reported by
62% though nearly a third have abundant or
sufficient access to them
• Martech - Nearly 50% are sourcing martech
capabilities, whilst 38% have industry leading or
best in class martech in place. The remaining 19%
lag behind with clear gaps in their capabilities
• Advanced Analytics & AI - Split evenly between
those with fully realised & advanced analytical
capabilities (50%) and those with some or none
(50%)
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4. COMPLIANCE & SECURITY:
Whilst most companies have security
plans in place, there’s a huge gap
between those that are compliant and
transparent and those that need to
work harder on this.

There’s an even split between companies already compliant
and those learning what’s needed or started to understand
what’s needed
COMPLIANCE:

Which of the following
describes the processes
and procedures in place
to ensure your
organisation addresses
periodic regulation?

Roles and groups are in place to ensure organisation is
always fully compliant with updated regulation
policies

24%

Processes are in place to ensure organisation is abiding
by recent data regulation practices and policies

24%

organisation is progressing in learning requirements
for personal data and privacy to meet regulatory
requirements
organisation is just starting to learn requirements for
personal data and privacy to meet regulatory
guidelines
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31%

21%

SECURITY:

Which of the following
describes the
processes and
procedures in place to
ensure consumer data
is protected and
secure from fraud?

Over 60% have invested in advanced firewall technology with
85% having plans, policies & and leadership in place.

organisation has made investments in advanced
firewall technology and has established clear internal
policies and leadership overview by establishing a
role of a Chief Security Officer (or equivalent)

41%

organisation has made adequate investment in
advanced firewall technology and has plans and
processes in place in the event of a data breach

21%

There are clear internal policies and procedures are
in place that safeguard and protect consumer data
Sensitive consumer data (PII) could be better
protected from fraud
2
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24%

14%

4. COMPLIANCE & SECURITY KEY
TAKEAWAYS:

• Compliance - There’s an even split between
companies already compliant and those
learning what’s needed or started to
understand what’s needed
• Security - Over 60% have invested in
advanced firewall technology with 85%
having plans, policies & and leadership in
place.
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5. GOVERNANCE, 1P DATA OWNERSHIP
AND INTEGRATION
Whilst governance is in place, and
integration of data within companies is
being defined though not necessarily
consolidated or accessible, more support is
needed from the top

GOVERNANCE:

Which of the following
best describes how your
organisation defines
and structures formal
consumer data
governance and
activities?

Just over half have governance structures & procedures but
leadership is usually not involved. Nearly a third have some
procedures but should move to more formal governance.
organisation has a dedicated data governance steering committee
comprised of c-suite executives meeting consistently, dedicated working
groups in place compromised of data practitioners and stewards, and
each data governance group has clear priorities and objectives
organisation has dedicated governance structures in place and some
procedures have been made to centralize data analysis activities

39%

Some procedures have been made by executive teams to create a data
governance structure and activities are shared by a few working groups
with loose agendas and priorities
Data governance teams are siloed and detached with little to no formal
process or guiding procedures

3
1

11%

32%

18%

1P DATA OWNERSHIP:

Which of the following
best describes how
first party (1P)
consumer data
is owned & managed in
your organization?

1P data management in companies
• is defined with ownership & roles (45%) and
• is fragmented ownership (34%) with consumer data sitting in
silos

45%
34%

10%

Ownership and
management of
consumer data and
strategy is defined and
accepted, roles are
clear and functional
3
2

Adequate ownership
of organisation’s
consumer 1P data and
management strategy
is defined as a priority

10%
Fragmented
ownership of
consumer data exists
in silos among various
levels of leadership

There are conflicts of
interest in my
organisation on who
owns and manages 1P
consumer data

Nearly half have detailed or defined cross-promotional rules
at either division or enterprise level, but nearly one third
have no clearly defined rules.
INTEGRATION:

Does your organisation
have clearly defined
cross-promotional
rules and governance
for brands?

Detailed definition of cross-promotional rules
and governance process for brands at both the
division and enterprise levels

No clearly defined crosspromotional rules for brands
across the organisation

32%

19%
Some defined cross-promotional rules
across brands at the enterprise level, but
no clear governance structure

3
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23%

26%

Defined crosspromotional rules and
governance structure for
brands at the enterprise
level

DATA SYSTEM
INTEGRATION:

Which of the following
best describes how
effectively your data
management systems
for first (1P) and third
party (3P) consumer
data are integrated and
accessible at an
organisational level?

Much more work is needed to consolidate and modernise
legacy data systems and make data accessible to all
Data systems are completely centralized on a single platform,
the organisation is fully operating in a cloud environment,
and all data is easily accessible and user friendly across all
employees with permission in the organisation
organisation is in the process of converting legacy data
systems onto consolidated and centralized cloud platforms
and most employees w/ permission of the organisation can
easily access consumer data in a friendly, easy to use way

33%

Data is somewhat integrated onto one platform and some
employees w/ permission of the organisation can easily
access consumer data

Legacy data systems still operate in silos with little to no
integration for business/marketing needs

3
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20%

33%

13%

5. GOVERNANCE, 1P DATA OWNERSHIP AND
INTEGRATION KEY TAKEAWAYS:
• Governance – Just over half have governance
structures & procedures but leadership is usually not
involved. Nearly a third have some procedures but
should move to more formal governance
• 1P Data Ownership – 1P data management is
polarised between defined ownership & roles (45%)
and fragmented ownership with consumer data
sitting in silos
• Integration - Nearly half have detailed or defined
cross-phishing rules at either division or enterprise
level, but nearly one third have no clearly defined
rules
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• Integration – Much more work is needed to
consolidate and modernize legacy data systems and
make data accessible to all

1. Data Usage & Quality:
Whilst usage of consumer data is high, a big focus
needs to be on building trust in the consumer data &
improving its quality to make better decisions
2.ROI, Measurement & Attribution:
Companies are seeing lift in marketing productivity by
leveraging data, but measurement and attribution are
challenged and not always continuous or validated
3.Capabilities & Skills:
Leadership is embedding data in their organizations
and building martech capabilities but resources in data
scientists and training needs expanding
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4. Compliance & Security:
Whilst most companies have security plans in place,
there’s a huge gap between those that are
compliant and transparent and those that need to
work harder on this
5. Governance & Integration:
Whilst governance is in place, and integration of data
within companies is being defined though not
necessarily consolidated or accessible, more support
is needed from the top

